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The pocket Moleskine Art Plus Music Notebook is ideal for musicians, sound designers and song

writers. Each page consists of 8 staffs, perfect for jotting down harmonies, melodies and musical

ideas. Specifications: - Layout: 8 Staves Per Page- Dimensions: 3-1/2" x 5-1/2"- Hard Cover with

elastic closure and bookmark ribbon.- Color: Black- Pages: 192- Internal Accordion Pocket- Paper

Weight: 70 gsm/47 lb.; FSC Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)

Series: Classic Notebooks

Hardcover: 192 pages

Publisher: Moleskine; Ntb edition (January 1, 2008)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 888370536X

ISBN-13: 978-8883705366
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Product Dimensions:  3.8 x 0.5 x 5.8 inches

Shipping Weight: 3.5 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:  4.5 out of 5 starsÂ Â See all reviewsÂ (56 customer reviews)

Best Sellers Rank: #44,068 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #11 inÂ Books > Arts & Photography
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I accidentally bought this notebook instead of buying it's big brother. Fortunately, it's way more

convenient to carry around than the bigger version would have been. That being said, the notebook

is quite small. It's great for jotting down little notes.. I use it to write down vocal exercises that I learn.

Little stuff like that. If you're actually wanting to write out more than a couple measures of music,

don't get this book. Honestly, I wouldn't consider one of the Moleskine notebooks if you're going to

write some serious music. If you're using it to jot down ideas in more of a journalistic form, these

notebooks are great.All in all, this particular notebook is small and convenient, but doesn't lend itself

to being useful in the realm of writing music.

Honestly, you can't go wrong buying a Moleskine. Maybe it's cheesy, but I'm more likely to write

down things that are important to me if I like the book I am writing them in. A good friend of mine

gave me my first Moleskine and I bought this one (five line staff) for my little brother. The point I'm



trying to make is that this is simply the best notebook out there and if you are a good sibling or

friend you'll buy one for someone important to you.

great value and small size make this a no-brainer for people who need do things that involve

creativity in their daily routine. For myself this product is awesome, I work a job that involves almost

no mental involvement but pays well, so this Moleskine Music note book is great for working on daily

solfege and composition projects. 8 stave's is more than enough, but I recommend a .04mm pen

instead of pencil as pages smudge with pencil....just remember to wait for the ink to dry before

closing the book.

This is a good mini notebook for composers who like to write their ideas down as they come. I only

wish they had the same product with soft cover so it could fit comfortably in one's pocket.

I've been carrying this notebook around for the entire summer and can honestly say that it's useful

as a sketchbook. I've jotted down some of the main themes of the tone poem i just finished first in

the moleskine.What i wish is that the company would also make a music notebook in their larger

format because while I can write down melodic fragments writing out anything that requires 2 or 3

voices is incredibly difficult on such small pages. On the whole I think I will buy another once I've

filled my current one as even with the drawbacks of the size it beats carrying around folded up

pieces of staff paper which invariably get worn out in ones pocket.

This music notebook is perfect to bring along wherever to jot down little tunes. It was a lot smaller

than I expected (guess I should have looked at the measurements-- size of a standard note card)

but it turned out to be a benefit as it fits in my pocket. Nice quality paper and clear lines and there

even is a little pocket in the back to store stuff... I personally haven't used it yet but it would be

handy for notes, business cards etc. The cover is fairly durable and the little bookmark elastic thing

keeps your place.

The look is extremely classy.The small size is great because I can stick it in my purse or instrument

case. I can fit two measures per system if I'm trying space it out a bit. If I'm not concerned with

space or I'm trying to fit in a lot, I can fit in about four measures per system.Definitely buy online

rather than in stores because it's much cheaper.



This is an excellent pocket notebook for jotting down song bits and ideas. i bought it as a "cheat

book" after seeing a picture of Glen Hughes (Deep Purple, Black Country Communion) using

something similar. When you don't play with a lot of written music, it's sometimes useful to have a

way to remember a song key or the basic chord patterns. This book is the answer.
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